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HOW BEAUTIFUL! 
 
“It is a phrase that arises while watching a sunset, a flowing stream, a 
child playing, or a burning fire.”
 
We know that beauty is an emanation of grace and harmony that goes 
beyond matter, beyond what we can touch with our hands and see with 
our eyes.
Yet what moves us is the desire to create beauty; to excite others; to 
have fun and bring joy and lightness into people’s lives.
It is essential for us that objects have a positive emanation, that the 
hands are connected directly to the heart while they move to create new 
shapes.

We need quality and simplicity. We need to create atmospheres that are 
relaxing and welcoming at first glance. 
The YAAZ outdoor elements are the result of a conscious choice that 
considers sustainability in every aspect. 
The philosophy of owning fewer objects of higher quality is aimed at 
durability, and a form of self expression that lasts over time.

The brand name refers to summer, a time that brings brightness and 
defines the entire philosophy of the company.
The outdoor environment constantly modulates itself with the seasons. 
YAAZ interprets this perennial and circular movement through elements 
that harmoniously reflect nature and expand the possibilities of living 
outdoors.
It is nature, in its iridescent aspect, that inspires YAAZ and our aesthetic, 
functional, and ethical research throughout the year. 
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YAAZ employs the latest generation technologies for the production 
of its range of products. From the processing of aluminum to that 
of wood, everything including the materials is produced internally 
with very high-quality standards. The production plant is located 
in Adana in Turkey and covers an area of   47,000 m2, of which 
26,000 m2 is covered. 
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Simplicity is an indispensable value 
for us, it ethically guides us in every 
action we perform and brings with it a 
sense of naturalness and honesty.
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Nature
teaches. 
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we 
handle
production 
with 
care.
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YAAZ carefully studies every detail of its products, from design 
to production, characterized by advanced technology using 
raw materials and machinery of the highest quality.
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Quality is important in any environment, but in the 
outdoors, it becomes a substantial reason for existing in 
the market.
We use the best raw materials because we believe that it is 
the most ethical and sustainable attitude.
We then started to build from that foundation, through a 
selection of carefully calibrated finishings and color shades. 
This aspect is dedicated to the pursuit of beauty and the 
sensation of serenity that define our design research. 
We are inspired by the colors of nature that relax and 
nourish our need for silence and light and are grounding 
and an infinite source of wellness.

The 
research 
work on 
materials 
is 
essential 
for 
YAAZ. 
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Solid 
and durable, 
our products 
are born 
to bring 
something 
beautiful 
and 
harmonious 
to the world.
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Manufactured in original teak wood, UZ is a complete collection of outdoor 
furniture that considers modernity without forgetting the goodness of the past.
Solid, with generous proportions, UZ generates a sense of intimacy and an 
immediate connection between the objects and the surrounding environment. 
The UZ design reflects the geometrical shape of a cylinder which is interpreted 
and modeled in height and in diameter to adapt itself to  construction 
requirements. It is made more complex by a series of tapers, as seen on the 
armrests of the seats.

UZ 

Fresh 
and 
timeless 
simplicity.
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angelettiruzza design
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     UZ sofa (uz.16) in light teak with 
armrests rope in cod. 2000.

     UZ lounge chairs (uz.12) in 
dark teak with armrests rope in cod. 
853  and HARR fire pit (Harr.51) in 
black aluminum.



Seats and backrests are completed with soft cushions with removable covers that 
contribute to the general sensation of comfort and relaxation that interpret the entire 
company philosophy of living outdoors. 
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     UZ lounge chair (Uz.12) in light 
teak with armrests rope in cod. 853, 
UZ sofa (Uz.16)  light teak with 
armrests rope in cod. 1102 and 
HISS coffee table (Hiss.32.r60).

     UZ lounge chair (Uz.12) in light 
teak with armrests rope in cod. 2000, 
UZ sofa (Uz.16) light teak with 
armrests rope in cod. 2000, and HARR 
fire pit (Harr.51) in black aluminum.
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Formal simplicity is a profound expression of quality. It means 
resolving complexity with synthesis, working simply, and 
creating a new identity.
UZ is a collection with clean lines with great attention to the 
quality of materials used and attention to executive details.

The ropes penetrate the armrest of the lounge chair offering an immediate 
feeling of welcome.
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With a strong visual impact, UZ is a collection of outdoor 
products with a classic soul, which brings to mind the 

atmosphere of exotic and sensual journeys of the past.
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UZ is a collection of outdoor furniture that adapts to many different living 
needs. It can be easily inserted into small spaces such as balconies and can 
furnish larger domestic and public patios with style.
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     UZ lounge chair (Uz.12) in light 
teak with armrests rope in cod. 853.

     UZ  lounge chairs (Uz.12) in light 
teak with armrests rope in cod. 581, 
and HISS coffee table (Hiss.32.r110). 
UZ chairs (Uz.11) light teak with 
armrests rope in cod. 853,  UZ table 
220 cm (Uz.33.220) in light teak.





The SUNBRELLA AMERICA fabrics which are beautiful, functional and resistant 
to atmospheric agents, weather conditions, dirt, mildew and mold are created 
by a globally supported team that undertakes to produce only the textile items 
with the most amazing performance you can buy.

     UZ is manufactured from precious teak wood from 
Myanmar,where there are the best ecological conditions to grow 
these exotic and precious plants which have characteristics of 
dimensional stability, hardness and water resistance, in fact they 
perfectly tolerate the temperature variations, humidity, salt and 
atmospheric agents. 
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The legs of the table can be closed, which facilitates the shipment of the product and adds 
value for those who intend to put away the table for the winter season. 
The table is available in three sizes: 180x90 (703/4 x 352/4 inch), 220x100 (862/4 x 391/4 inch), 
250x100(982/4  x 391/4 inch) cm and in a round shape of 140 (55  inch) cm in diameter. 
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     UZ chairs (Uz.11)in light teak 
with armrests rope in cod. 1102, UZ 
table 250 cm (Uz.33.250) in light 
teak.

     UZ chairs (Uz.11) in light teak with 
armrests rope in cod. 2022.
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The pure lines of the UZ collection define a timeless, essential, balanced, and, 
at the same time, serene and harmonious shape.

Structure is made of original teak wood, while YAAZ synthetic rope bands are 
used for outdoor applications. YAAZ rope is a yarn produced by the company 
that offers high protection against the sun and atmospheric agents. Internal 
paddings are made of FoamDry material.
Sunbrella fabrics made of acrylic fibers are used for outdoor applications.
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     EDI stackable chair can be made 
entirely of aluminum or with the 
backrest in original teak.
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     EDI chair (Edi.11) in aluminum cement grey with light teak backrest and EDI chair 
(Edi.11)in aluminum copper brown.
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     EDI chair (Edi.11) in aluminum 
copper brown and EDI chair (Edi.11) 
in aluminum cement grey with light 
teak  backrest.
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The stools are made entirely of aluminum. Comfortable, and light, 
they are suitable for any indoor and outdoor use in private homes and 
contracts.

     These two EDI stools (Edi.15/ Edi.15.C) made of aluminum are 
available in two heights.
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The backrest angle of the lounger is widely adjustable.
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The soft fittings define the purity of the shape that seems to welcome instantly. 
The cushions offer high comfort as well as extremely performing technical 
characteristics.
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The UZ sunbed has a structure made entirely of original teak 
which makes it precious both from a material and functional 
point of view. 
The cot provides adjustmen of the backrest, which, when 
raised,frees up a space with a container edge for storing 
towels, clothes, and personal items.

The clean and softly joined shapes are completed by a removable 
cushion and the internal padding is made of Foam Dry. 
The purity of a timeless, elegant, and refined design is added to 
the practicality and durability required of an outdoor furnishing 
accessory.
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     UZ sunbed (Uz.15) with structure 
in original light teak and cushion 
made with YAAZ fabrics Aks sky.



The clean and softly joined shapes are completed by a removable 
cushion and the internal padding is made of Foam Dry. 
The purity of a timeless, elegant, and refined design is added to 
the practicality and durability required of an outdoor furnishing 
accessory.
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Band

Positioned in the seat of the chair, armchair 
and sofa to support the seat cushions.
The bands for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 229)

Fabric

The fabrics for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 230)

Aluminum

The aluminum of the structure for this 
collection is available in all the colors in the 
catalog.
(see page 224)

Rope

Positioned in the armrest of the teak chair, 
lounge chair and sofa.
The ropes for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 227)

Original teak

The backrest of the stackable aluminum chair 
is available in both essences featured in the 
catalog, and it is also used for the structure of 
other products.
(see page 225)

Materials

sofa armchair lounge chair a.chairsw.chairs stools tables/ coffee tables sunbed daybeds

UZ technical sheet

lounge chair
cod. Uz.10.lounge           

general 
dimensions

weight

87 x 87 h 84 cm
341/4 x 341/4 h 33 inch

18,40 kg / 40,57 lbs

90 x 90 h 90 cm
35 x 35 h 35 inch

packaging 
size

sofa

armchair

cod. Uz.16          

cod. Uz.12

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

178 x 71 h 77 cm
70 x 28 h 301/3 inch 

88 x 74 h 77 cm
341/4 x 291/7 h 301/3 inch 

32 kg / 70,55 lbs

16,8 kg / 37,04 lbs

180 x 80 h 81 cm
706/7 x 311/2 h 318/9 inch 

94 x 80 h 81 cm
37 x 311/2  h 318/9  inch

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

chair
cod. Uz.11           

general 
dimensions

weight

59,5 x 60 h 82 cm
231/2 x 235/8 h 322/7 inch

7 kg / 15,4 lbs

63 x 65 h 87 cm
244/5 x 253/5 h 341/4 inch

packaging 
size



stool
cod. Uz.14            

general 
dimensions

weight

35 x 35 h 35 cm
133/4 x 133/4 h 133/4 inch

8,6 kg / 18,96 lbs

40 x 40 h 43 cm
153/4 x 153/4 h 17 inch

packaging 
size

table
cod. Uz.33.180             

general 
dimensions

weight

180 x 90 h 76 cm
706/7 x 353/7   h 30 inch

52,30 kg / 115,30 lbs

186 x 96 h 28 cm
732/9 x 374/5 h 114/5 inch

packaging 
size

suitable for 6
seats

table
cod. Uz.33.250      

general 
dimensions

weight

250 x 100 h 76 cm
983/7 x 393/8 h 30 inch

78,20 kg / 172,40 lbs

255 x 105 h 30 cm
1002 /5 x 413/4 h 114/5 inch

packaging 
size

suitable for 8
seats

table
cod. Uz.33.220        

general 
dimensions

weight

220 x 100 h 76 cm
863/5 x 393/8 h 30 inch

68,5 kg / 151 lbs

226 x 106 h 30 cm
89 x 413/4 h 114/5 inch

packaging 
size

suitable for 8
seats

coffee table
cod. Uz.32.62             

general 
dimensions

weight

62 x 62 h 35,5 cm
242/5 x 242/5  h 14 inch

12,2 kg / 26,90 lbs

68 x 68 h 40 cm
267/9 x 267/9  h 153/4 inch

packaging 
size

round table

round table

cod. Uz.33.r140          

cod. Uz.33.r120          

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

Ø 140 h 76 cm
Ø 551/8 h 30 inch

Ø 120 h 76 cm
Ø 471/4 h 30 inch

50,20 kg / 110,67 lbs

45 kg / 99,21 lbs

suitable for 6
seats

suitable for 4
seats

146 x 146 h 30 cm
571/2 x 571/2  h 114/5 inch

126 x 126 h 30 cm
493/5 x 493/5  h 114/5 inch

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

coffee table
cod. Uz.32.140           

general 
dimensions

weight

140 x 62 h 35,5 cm
551/8 x 242/5  h 14 inch

22 kg / 48,50 lbs

145 x 68 h 40 cm
57 x 267/49  h 153/4 inch

packaging 
size



daybed

double sunbed

cod. Uz.17             

cod. Uz.17.Double           

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

155 x 137 h 77 cm
61 x 54  h 301/3 inch

180 x 206 h 43 cm
706/7  x 811/9  h 17 inch

45 kg / 99,2 lbs

120 kg / 264,55 lbs

160 x 155 h 85 cm
63  x 61  h 331/2 inch

190 x 210 h 50 cm
744/5  x 822/3  h 192/3 inch

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

sunbed
cod. Uz.15            

general 
dimensions

weight

82 x 206 h 36/77 (max) cm
322/7 x 811/9  h 141/4/ 301/3 inch

53 kg / 116,8 lbs

90 x 215 h 50 cm
353/7 x 842/3  h 192/3 inch

packaging 
size

6

5

65 7

7

21

3 4

321 4

1 2

3 4 5

UZ sample composition

UZ sample composition

UZ sample composition

Uz.12
Uz.11
Uz.33.220
Uz.11
Uz.11
Uz.32.140
Uz.11

Edi.11 with teak backrest
Uz.33.r140
Edi.11 with teak backrest
Edi.11
Edi.11

Edi.11
Edi.11
Edi.11
Uz.33.250
Uz.11
Edi.11
Uz.11

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

6

7

5

5

6
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cod. Edi.15
available with teak backrest

cod. Edi.15.C
available with teak backrest

low stool

high stool

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

45 x 46 h 85 cm
175/7 x 181/9 h 331/2 inch

45 x 46 h 95 cm
175/7 x 181/9 h 372/4 inch

7,8 kg / 17,20 lbs

8,2 kg / 18,08 lbs

55 x 55 h 95 cm
212/3 x 212/3 h 372/5 inch

55 x 55 h 100 cm
212/3 x 212/3 h 393/8 inch

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

steel chair
cod. Edi.11
available with teak backrest            

general 
dimensions

weight

55,5 x 55 h 80 cm
216/7 x 212/3 h 311/2 inch

6 kg / 13,23 lbs

65 x 65 h 85 cm
253/5 x 253/5 h 331/2 inch

packaging 
size



BARLA well interprets the philosophy of YAAZ which is based on the desire 
to generate a flowing continuity between the indoors and outdoors. The 
collection conveys the spaciousness and the energy of outdoor environments 
within a wide range of elements capable of evoking a sense of intimacy, 
comfort, and relaxation.
Living outdoors in the open air helps us to feel free and allows us to 
experience the sound and scent of the air.
The BARLA padded collection seems almost suspended, evoking contact with 
the sky, even though it is very low and close to the ground.
The shapes are sinuous because in nature nothing is rigid.
BARLA invites you to assume freer positions of the body and let yourself go 
softly, experimenting with new comfort zones.
Formal balance, harmony, grace, and simplicity are the qualities that inspired 
this collection.

BARLA 

Generous 
welcome 
and a 
profound 
sense of 
wellness.
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angelettiruzza design
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     Two aluminum tubes, running always parallel to each other both in straight 
and in curved sections, define the wide and harmonious profile of the armchair. 
Among these, a rope weaving holds and hosts the wide cushions hinged to the 
structure.
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Welcoming at first glance, the BARLA lounge 
chairs are characterized by softly connected 
lines that express a perfect formal balance 
between sinuosity and essentiality. 
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     BARLA sofa available in two 
dimensions (Barla.16.265) 265x100 
(1041/4 x 391/4 inch) and (Barla.16.215) 
215x100 (843/4  x 391/4 inch).
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     BARLA armchair with structure 
terra brown and rope cod. 14.

The playful and rounded shapes of the BARLA collection are ideal for dressing 
up in color and furnishing many different environments, from the more sober 
and elegant to the more effervescent and pop ones. 
You can play endlessly between the color combinations of the ropes, metal, 
and fabrics in the catalog, creating made-to-measure looks. 
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     BARLA lounge chairs (Barla.12) with 
structure light beige and rope cod. 853. 
BARLA chairs (Barla.11) with structure 
light beige and rope cod. 803. HISS coffee 
table (Hiss.32.r110) structure black and 
porcelain green top.

     BARLA lounge chair 
(Barla.12) with structure dark 
beige and rope cod. 803

Structure in aluminum, YAAZ synthetic rope bands for outdoors, a yarn produced by 
the company with high protection to the sun and to the atmospheric agents. 
Sunbrella fabrics made of acrylic fibers for outdoor use.
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The table follows an elongated profile that is composed in an oval shape. The aluminum 
structure is characterized by a round insert in Pavement, a composite material with a 
mottled appearance obtained by a mixture of fragments of marble, granite, basalt, and 
metal in a cement matrix, or HPL.
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Comfortable, and enveloping, the BARLA chair is ideal for enjoying moments of 
conviviality in the open air because it combines design, comfort, and functionality.
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     BARLA chair (Barla.11) with 
structure oyster white and rope cod. 
999.  

     BARLA chair (Barla.11) with 
structure copper brown and rope 
cod. 156.
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     These two BARLA stools (Barla.15.Bar / Barla.15.
Counter) made of aluminum and with rope backrest are 
available in two heights 97,5 cm (352/4 inch) and 88 cm 
(312/4 inch).



The footrest platform is supported by stainless steel against scratches and
abrasion.
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     BARLA collection lends itself to countless interpretations from the point 
of view of colors and finishes. 
In the monochromatic version, it appears sober and elegant but reveals an 
energetic and lively soul if you play with the contrast of colors and finishes.
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The interpenetration of shapes on the BARLA table top arises from 
the observation of new behaviors and ways of use. 
It emphasizes the possibility of experiencing several functions at the 
same time such as working, eating, and playing.



Fabric

The fabrics for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 230)

Aluminum

The aluminum of the structure for this 
collection is available in all the colors in the 
catalog.
(see page 224)

Perforated sheet 

Positioned in top of the coffee table 
available in two types: Lace and Sun Tech.
(see page 228)

Rope

The products in this collection, including 
chairs, lounge chairs, sofas, and stools, 
are designed with three rope dimensions(a. 
for stools, b. for chairs, and c. for lounge 
chairs and sofas) positioned between their 
structures. The collection offers ropes in all 
colors available in the catalog.
(see page 227)

a.

b.

c.

Table circular insertion

Available in pavement and HPL in all the 
colors in the catalog.
(see page 225/236)

Materials

sofa coffee tablestools tablelounge chair chair

BARLA technical sheet

chair

lounge chair

sofa

sofa

cod. Barla.11            

cod. Barla.12          

cod. Barla.16.215 

cod. Barla.16.265 

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

weight

weight

265 x 98 h 74 cm
1041/4 x 381/2 h 291/2 inch 

67 x 59,5 h 75 cm
251/2 x 231/2 h 231/2 inch

96 x 98 h 75 cm
373/4 x 381/2 h 291/2 inch

215 x 98 h 75 cm
843/4 x 381/2 h 291/2 inch 

60 kg / 132,3 lbs

8,8 kg / 19,4 lbs

25 kg / 55,1 lbs

52 kg / 114,6 lbs

265 x 105 h 80 cm
1041/4 x 411/4 h 311/2 inch 

68 x 65 h 80 cm
263/4 x 251/2 h 311/2 inch

100 x 105 h 80 cm
391/4 x 411/4 h 311/2 inch

220 x 105 h 80 cm
861/2 x 411/4   h 311/2 inch

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

packaging 
size



low stool

coffee table

table

high stool

cod. Barla.15.Counter         

cod. Barla.32            

cod. Barla.33          

cod. Barla.15.Bar 

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

weight

weight

52 x 50 h 88 cm
201/2 x 193/4 h 343/4 inch

180 x 75 h 35 cm
703/4 x 291/2 h 133/4 inch

250 x 100 h 75 cm
983/7 x 393/8 h 291/2 inch

52 x 50 h 97,5 cm
201/2 x 193/4 h 382/4 inch 

7 kg / 15,4 lbs

39,4 kg / 86,9 lbs

74,2 kg / 163,6 lbs

7,2 kg / 15,9 lbs

55 x 55 h 100 cm
213/4 x 213/4   h 391/4 inch 

185 x 80 h 30 cm
723/4 x 311/2 h 113/4 inch

255 x 105 h 30 cm
1001/2 x 411/4 h 113/4 inch

55 x 55 h 100 cm
213/4 x 213/4   h 391/4 inch

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

suitable for 8
seats

1

1

2

2

1 2 3 4

3

3

6 75

BARLA sample composition

BARLA sample composition

BARLA sample composition

Barla.16.215
Barla.12
Barla.32

Barla.12
Barla.12
Hiss.32.r100

Barla.11
Barla.11
Barla.33
Barla.11
Barla.11
Barla.11
Barla.11

1

1

1

5

2

2

2

6

3

3

3

7
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OVA is a modular seating system that furnishes the outdoor space of the home as 
a natural extension of the interior.
Comfort, beauty, and modularity combined with the solidity and quality of the 
materials used make OVA an outdoor collection that can be inserted into any 
public or private environment.
The art of overlapping different textures, different heights of backrests, and 
different materials transports indoor life outdoors and amplifies the concept of 
comfort. This creates an asymmetrical trend, a harmonious and non-conventional 
rhythm.

OVA  

A lively 
and 
sartorial 
rhythm.

88

YAAZ lab + angelettiruzza design
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     OVA sofa (Ova.16.240) 
in the 240 cm version, with 
light beige structure, back in 
aluminum and rope.

92

Personalization, flexibility, color, OVA is a modular seating system with a lively 
character. The structure is in aluminum and is characterized by the design of the 
backrests which changes with their height. The presence of the ropes, available 
in many different colors and textures, enhances the aesthetic and material 
qualities of the collection. The geometries are simple and original. 
The comfort and softness derive from the deep seat and the presence of many 
freely available cushions on the backrest.

     Two modular OVA compositions. The first 
(left) consists of an ending element (Ova.5) and 
an end element (Ova.1). The second (right) 
composed of terminal element (Ova.1), an 
angular element (Ova.4), a middle element 
(Ova.7) and a terminal element (Ova.5).
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     OVA composition made up of 
two terminal elements, one with 
a rope backrest (Ova.1) and the 
other with aluminum backrest 
(Ova.5).

     Three OVA modules. A terminal 
element with rope backrest (Ova.1 also 
available with aluminum and metal 
mesh backrest), an angular element 
with aluminum backrest (Ova.3 also 
available with rope backrest) and a 
terminal element with rope backrest 
(Ova.6 also available with aluminum 
backrest).

96

YAAZ wants to offer its customers the possibility to express themselves in a personal 
way through chromatic choices and sartorial materials. OVA is an expression of 
this corporate philosophy and offers a very high degree of versatility, ranging 
from the use of ropes that create a rich material weave to the choice of mesh 
characterized by an exclusive YAAZ design or the bare purity of aluminum. 
The available elements can coexist together, creating an eclectic and original 
architecture, or more homogeneous choices can be made based on personal 
aesthetics and usage needs.
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OVA armchair (Ova.12) 85x98 h 74 cm (331/2 x 381/2 h 291/4 inch). 
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Fabric

The fabrics for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 230)

Aluminum

The aluminum of the structure for this 
collection is available in all the colors in the 
catalog.
(see page 224)

Perforated sheet 

Positioned in the backrest of the seats , 
available in two types: Lace and Sun Tech.
(see page 228)

Rope

Positioned in the backs of the seats and 
legs of the coffee table, available with two 
types of rope weaving. Each product has a 
rope dimension( a. for coffee table legs and 
middle elements, b. for lounge chairs and 
sofa backs). 
The ropes for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog. 
(see page 227)

Coffee table top

Available in pavement and HPL in all the 
colors in the catalog.
(see page 225/236)

Materials

sofa coffee table modular elementslounge chair

OVA technical sheet

a.

b.

straight ending element

angular element

cod. Ova.1      

cod. Ova.3             

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

207 x 98 h 64 cm 
811/2 x 381/2 h 251/4 inch 

193 x 145 h 74 cm
76 x 57 h 291/4 inch 

44,8 kg / 98,8 lbs

37,8 kg / 83,3 lbs

217 x 109 h 73 cm
851/2  x 43 h 283/4 inch 

195 x 145 h 80 cm
763/4 x 57 h 311/2 inch 

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

middle element
cod. Ova.2              

general 
dimensions

weight

230 x 98 h 59 cm
901/2 x 381/4 h 231/4 inch 

48,3 kg / 106,5 lbs

235 x 100 h 65 cm
921/2 x 391/4 h 251/2 inch 

packaging 
size



cod. Ova.6
available with or without backrest

angular element

ending element

cod. Ova.4             

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

145 x 145 h 74 cm
57 x 57 h 291/4 inch 

201 x 98 h 59 cm
791/4 x 381/2 h 231/4 inch 

35,6 kg / 78,5 lbs

37,4 kg / 82,5 lbs

155 x 150 h 80 cm
61 x 59 h 311/2 inch 

205 x 105 h 65 cm
803/4 x 411/4 h 251/2 inch 

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

ending element
cod. Ova.5            

general 
dimensions

weight

153 x 102 h 74 cm
611/4 x 401/4 h 291/4 inch 

37 kg / 81,6 lbs

160 x 105 h 80 cm
63 x 411/4 h 311/2 inch 

packaging 
size

middle element

sofa

cod. Ova.7          

cod. Ova.16.240              

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

180 x 98 h 59 cm
703/4 x 381/2 h 231/4 inch 

240 x 98 h 74 cm
941/2 x 381/2 h 291/4 inch 

40,8 kg / 89,9 lbs

67,8 kg / 149,5 lbs

185 x 105 h 65 cm
723/4 x 411/4 h 251/2 inch 

250 x 100 h 80 cm
981/2 x 391/4 h 311/2 inch 

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

middle element
cod. Ova.8           

general 
dimensions

weight

130 x 102 h 59 cm
511/4 x 401/4 h 231/4 inch 

28 kg / 61,7 lbs

135 x 105 h 65 cm
531/4 x 411/4 h 251/2 inch 

packaging 
size



sofa

coffee table

cod. Ova.16.190              

cod. Ova.32            

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

190 x 96 h 76 cm
743/4 x 381/2 h 291/4 inch 

155 x 80 h 36 cm
61 x 311/2 h 141/4 inch 

61,8 kg / 136,2 lbs

81,2 kg / 179,0 lbs

195 x 100 h 80 cm
763/4 x 391/4 h 311/2 inch 

160 x 85 h 40 cm
63 x 331/2 h 153/4 inch 

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

lounge chair
cod. Ova.12             

general 
dimensions

weight

85 x 98 h 74 cm
331/2 x 381/2 h 291/4 inch 

31,8 kg / 70,1 lbs

90 x 100 h 80 cm
351/2 x 391/4 h 311/2 inch 

packaging 
size

OVA sample composition

OVA sample composition

OVA sample composition

Ova.1
Ova.3
Ova.5
Hiss.32.r45 
Hiss.32.r60

Ova.16.240
Ova.12
Ova.12
Ova.32

Ova.1
Ova.8
Ova.6
Ova.8
Ova.7
Ova.4
Ova.7
Ova.5

1

1

3

1

1

1

5

2

2

2

6

3

3

3

7

4

4

4

8

5

2

2

4 5 6

3

3

7

4

4

2 1 8

5



Made of precious teak wood, DENK presents itself as a seating line with
generous volumes and large dimensions, composed of a chair, an armchair 
and a sofa. The essential form of the structureis enriched and embellished 
by the woven craftsmanship of the seatbacks which, particularly in the 
sofa,combine different elements: wood, fabric andropes. Thanks to these 
characteristics and the comfortable armrests, it can simplyand naturally be
inserted in various architectural and housing contexts from the contract to the
residential sector.

Think
simply.

DENK
angelettiruzza design
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Structure is made of original teak wood, while YAAZ synthetic rope bands are 
used for outdoor applications. YAAZ rope is a yarn produced by the company 
that offers high protection against the sun and atmospheric agents.

     Structure is made of original teak wood, while 
YAAZ synthetic rope bands are used for outdoor 
applications. YAAZ rope is a yarn produced by the 
company that offers high protection against the sun 
and atmospheric agents. Internal paddings are made 
of FoamDry material.
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Fabric

The fabrics for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 230)

Rope

Positioned in the armrest of the teak chair, 
lounge chair and sofa.
The ropes for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 227)

Original teak

The backrest of the stackable aluminum chair 
is available in both essences featured in the 
catalog, and it is also used for the structure of 
other products.
(see page 225)

Materials

sofa lounge chair modular elementschair

DENK technical sheet

chair

armchair

sofa

sofa

cod. Denk.11           

cod. Denk.12    

cod. Denk.15

cod. Denk.16

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

weight

weight

240 x 89 h 85 cm
1041/4 x 35 h 331/2 inch 

59 x 56 h 83 cm
232/9 x 22 h 322/3 inch

73,5 x 66,5 h 83,5 cm
29 x 261/4 h 323/4 inch

180 x 89 h 85 cm
70 x 35 h 331/2 inch

43 kg / 94,80 lbs

8,5 kg / 18,74 lbs

18 kg / 39,68 lbs

38 kg / 83,77 lbs

245 x 90 h 90 cm
961/2 x 353/7 h 353/7 inch 

62 x 60 h 85 cm
242/5 x 235/8 h 331/2 inch

95 x 90 h 90 cm
372/5 x 353/7 h 353/7 inch

245 x 90 h 90 cm
961/2 x 353/7 h 353/7 inch 

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

packaging 
size



ending elementangular ending element

ending elementmiddle element

angular/ending elementmiddle element

middle/ending elementbench

cod. Denk.8
with armrest

cod. Denk.4
with armrest

cod. Denk.7
with armrest

cod. Denk.3  

cod. Denk.6 cod. Denk.2 

cod. Denk.5 cod. Denk.1 

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

216 x 89 h 85 cm
85 x 35 h 331/2 inch

108 x 81 h 35 cm
421/2 x 317/8 h 133/4 inch 

230 x 89 h 85 cm
90 x 35 h 331/2 inch 

238 x 89 h 85 cm
93 x 35 h 331/2 inch 

230 x 89 h 85 cm
90 x 35 h 331/2 inch 

216 x 89 h 85 cm
85 x 35 h 331/2 inch 

238 x 89 h 85 cm
93 x 35 h 331/2 inch 

108 x 89 h 85 cm
421/2 x 35 h 331/2 inch 



ending element

angular ending element

middle/ending element

angular ending element

cod. Denk.13 

cod. Denk.10 

cod. Denk.9 

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

238 x 89 h 85 cm
93 x 35 h 331/2 inch 

230 x 89 h 85 cm
90 x 35 h 331/2 inch 

238 x 89 h 85 cm
93 x 35 h 331/2 inch 

216 x 89 h 85 cm
85 x 35 h 331/2 inch 

cod. Denk.14
with armrest



The new MONTE chair has an ambitious vocation. Very comfortable yet 
extremely practical as it is stackable, it can be interpreted in many ways also 
thanks to the various weaving of the ropes on the seatback and to its colors 
thatpraise and pay tribute to nature: from forest green to midnight blue, from 
the brown of the earth to the ivory of the sand, up to rust color, rose and gray. 
The linear and aesthetically captivating design of the object is made more 
three dimensional precisely through these shades and gradations between the
structure and the cushions, made possible thanks by numerous color 
variations.

MONTE

Many
chairs
in one.

angelettiruzza design
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The simplest model is entirely made in aluminum whereas in the more 
luxurious version soft cushionsare added which can also cover the seatback 
or even embrace it and adapts perfectly to the outdoor mood, to a slow and 
relaxedtime. The sophisticateddie-castingtechnique of the metal armrest once 
again confirms the brand’s attention to details and its significant investment 
in R&D.

     It is practical because it is stackable. It can be interpreted in many different 
ways thanks to the diversity in the seat back. It is made entirely of aluminum.
The armrest is manufactured with die casting technique.
The chair has 3 different back alternatives.
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62 x 60 h 79,5 cm
242/5 x 235/8 h 312/7 inch 

7,2 kg / 15,87 lbs

65 x 65 h 82 cm
253/5 x 253/5 h 322/7 inch 

Straps

Positioned in the backrest of the chair. 
The straps for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 229)

Materials

chairs

MONTE technical sheet

chair

chair

chair

cod. monte.11.s         

cod. monte.11.c 

cod. monte.11

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

62 x 59 h 78,5 cm
242/5 x 232/9 h 31 inch 

7 kg / 15,43 lbs

65 x 65 h 82 cm
253/5 x 253/5 h 322/7 inch 

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

general 
dimensions

weight

62 x 59 h 78,5 cm
242/5 x 232/9 h 31 inch 

7 kg / 15,43 lbs

65 x 65 h 82 cm
253/5 x 253/5 h 322/7 inch 

packaging 
size

Fabric

The fabrics for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 230)

Aluminum

The aluminum of the structure for this 
collection is available in all the colors in the 
catalog.
(see page 224)



The TURTLE collection includes a rocking armchair, small lounge chair, chair, 
stool, table, bar table, coffee table, and daybed. The collection features a 
simple design that evokes the warmth and comfort of cherished memories, 
such as a cozy crib or a mother’s embrace. The chair is constructed entirely 
from aluminum, making it durable enough to withstand extreme weather 
conditions. 

The small lounge chair and rocking armchair come with generously padded 
cushions for added comfort and softness, which can be easily removed for 
cleaning.

TURTLE 

The 
sweetness 
of a 
memory.
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     The TURTLE collection consists of three 
types of seating: chairs, lounge chairs, 
and rocking armchairs. The legs of the 
chairs and lounge chairs are available in 
either teak wood or aluminum.
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     TURTLE lounge chair (Turtle.12) 
with a dark beige structure, light 
teak legs and rope backrest with 
code. 156.

     TURTLE rocking armchair (Turtle.13) 
with a dark beige structure and rope 
backrest with code. 156.

135

The backrests of the chairs in the TURTLE collection are 
available in either aluminum or a combination of aluminum and 
woven ropes. This, along with the option to choose the material 
of the legs, makes the collection extremely versatile and suitable 
for furnishing any type of environment.
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     TURTLE square tables available in 
two sizes: (Turtle.33.90) 90x90 (352/4 
x 352/4  inch ) cm, (Turtle.33.70) 70x70 
(272/4 x 272/4  inch ) cm and TURTLE round 
table available in one size (Turtle.33.
r80) 80 cm in diameter (Ø 312/4   inch ). 

139

Also ideal for contract use, the TURTLE table, which is available in three different 
sizes: 90x90cm (352/4 x 352/4  inch ),70x70 cm (272/4 x 272/4  inch ) and 80 cm in 
diameter (Ø 312/4   inch ). 
The table is made entirely of aluminum, making it light weight and durable. The 
legs are also removable to facilitate easier and more sustainable transport.



TURTLE DAYBED
It provides unique comfort with its round shape and aluminum frame that stands 
firmly on the ground.
The backrests of the daybed in the TURTLE collection are available in either 
aluminum or a combination of aluminum and woven ropes.
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Fabric

The fabrics for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 230)

Aluminum

The aluminum of the structure for this 
collection is available in all the colors in the 
catalog.
(see page 224)

Table top

Available in aluminum and HPL in all the 
colors in the catalog.
(see page 224/236)

Materials

rocking armchair bar table daybedstoollounge chair chair

TURTLE technical sheet

Original teak

Used for the legs of the chair, armchair and 
rocking chair.
(see page 225)

Rope

Positioned in the backrest of the chair, 
lounge chair, rocking armchair, daybed and 
stool. Each product has a rope dimension 
(a. for chairs, b. for stool and c. for
lounge chair, rocking armchair and 
daybed). The products are available with or 
without ropes.

The ropes for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 227)

table coffee table

a.

b.

c.

rocking armchair

lounge chair

chair

stool

cod. Turtle.13          

cod. Turtle.11
available with teak legs

cod. Turtle.12
available with teak legs

cod. Turtle.15             

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

weight

weight

85 x 94 h 70 cm
331/2 x 37  h 275/9 inch

62 x 65,5 h 78 cm
241/2 x 253/4  h 303/4 inch

62 x 65,5 h 78 cm
241/2 x 253/4 h 303/4 inch

56,5 x 58 h 98,5 cm
221/4 x 215/6 h 387/9 inch

19,6 kg / 43,21 lbs

12 kg / 26,5 lbs

12 kg / 26,5 lbs

9,6 kg / 21,16 lbs

90 x 100 h 80 cm
353/7 x 393/8 h 311/2 inch

65 x 105 h 85 cm
251/2 x 271/2  h 331/2 inch

65 x 70 h 85 cm
251/2 x 271/2 h 331/2 inch

55 x 55 h 100 cm
213/4  x 213/4    h 391/4 inch

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

packaging 
size



table

table

table

coffee table

cod. Turtle.33.90             

cod. Turtle.33.70             

cod. Turtle.33.r80              

cod. Turtle.32.r57               

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

weight

weight

90 x 90 h 75 cm
353/7 x 353/7   h 291/2  inch

70 x 70 h 75 cm
275/6 x 275/9    h 291/2 inch

Ø 80 h 75 cm
Ø 311/2     h 291/2 inch

Ø 57 h 45 cm
Ø 224/9    h 175/7  inch

16 kg / 35,27 lbs

12 kg / 26,46 lbs

16,4 kg / 36,16 lbs

8,5 kg / 18,74 lbs

127,5 x 100 h 15 cm
501/5 x 393/8  h 6 inch

127,5 x 100 h 15 cm
501/5 x 393/8  h 6 inch

127,5 x 100 h 15 cm
501/5 x 393/8  h 6 inch

78 x 78 h 50 cm
303/4 x 303/4  h 193/4 inch

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

suitable for 4
seats

suitable for 4
seats

suitable for 4
seats

73 x 73 h 45 cm
283/4 x 283/4   h 175/7  inch

Ø 70 h 110 cm
Ø 275/9  h 431/3 inch

168 x 160 h 80 cm
661/7 x 63 h 311/2 inch

8,5 kg / 18,74 lbs

13,7 kg / 30,20 lbs

66 kg / 145,51 lbs

78 x 78 h 50 cm
303/4 x 303/4  h 193/4 inch

111 x 118 h 15 cm
435/7 x 461/2  h 6 inch

175 x 165 h 85 cm
668/9 x 65 h 33 inch

coffee table

bar table

daybed

cod. Turtle.32.57              

cod. Turtle.31            

cod. Turtle.17             

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

weight

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

suitable for 4
seats
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6

3
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TURTLE sample composition

TURTLE sample composition

TURTLE sample composition

Turtle.11
Turtle.11
Turtle.11
Turtle.11
Turtle.11
Turtle.33.70
Turtle.11
Turtle.33.70

Turtle.15
Turtle.15
Turtle.15
Turtle.15
Turtle.31.r70
Turtle.31.r70

Turtle.13
Turtle.12
Turtle.13
Hiss.32.r45
Hiss.32.r100

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

6

6

4

4

4

7

5

5

5
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The collection manifests a perfect balance between aesthetics, functionality 
and wellbeing: made from aluminium and fabric to guarantee lightness, it 
interprets a refined design concept which results in the triangular section of the 
legs, the armrests and the hand rests. The seat, composed
of quilted and padded bands, presents a textured visual display, whereas the 
seat back is created by weaving technical fabrics of Serge Ferrari. 

DEDIM
A seating 
family which 
draws
inspiration 
from the 
image of 
director 
chairs.

Michael Graves Studio
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Serge Ferrari Elios Sling

The sling fabrics for this collection are 
available in all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 234)

Materials

director chair

DEDIM technical sheet

Aluminum

The aluminum of the structure for this 
collection is available in all the colors in the 
catalog.
(see page 164)

director chair
cod. Dedim.11            

canopy chair

table chair

cod. Dedim.11.C         

cod. Dedim.11.T         

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

weight

69 x 58 h 87 cm
271/6 x 225/6 h 341/4 inch

69 x 58 h 87 cm
271/6 x 225/6 h 341/4 inch

90 x 58 h 87 cm
353/7 x 225/6 h 341/4 inch

20,2 kg / 44,5 lbs

15,4 kg / 33,95 lbs

18 kg / 39,7 lbs

65 x 30 h 100 cm
253/5 x 114/5 h 312/4 inch

65 x 30 h 100 cm
253/5 x 114/5 h 312/4 inch

65 x 30 h 100 cm
253/5 x 114/5 h 312/4 inch

packaging 
size

packaging 
size

packaging 
size



SAYE is a contemporary reinterpretation of the classic folding director’s chair. 
It is comfortable, solid, functional, and beautiful, with a structure made of 
die-cast aluminum. This material and technology ensure exceptional outdoor 
performance, such as lightness, resistance to the elements, and sturdiness. 
YAAZ offers its original interpretation of this space-saving product, which is a 
true status symbol with an illustrious and ancient history.

SAYE
Quality 
of materials, 
workmanship, 
and shape 
for 
a timeless 
chair.

158
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      One open SAYE foot stool 
(Saye.14) with a copper brown 
structure.

      SAYE director chair (Saye.11) 
with a red brown structure, light teak 
armrests.

162

The functionality of saving space by making the chair foldable 
and therefore easily transportable and storable is brilliantly 
resolved by the die-cast aluminum which designs the opening 
and closing joint of the seat with great lightness.
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The functionality of saving space by making the chair foldable and 
therefore easily transportable and storable is brilliantly resolved by 
the die-cast aluminum which designs the opening and closing joint 
of the seat with great lightness.

     SAYE has original teak inserts on the armrests that make prolonged use 
comfortable. The fabric that makes up the seat and back has been designed in 
such a way that it is completely removable to facilitate cleaning and possible 
replacement.
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Serge Ferrari Elios Sling

The sling fabrics for this collection are 
available in all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 234)

Materials

director chair foot stool

SAYE technical sheet

Aluminum

The aluminum of the structure for this 
collection is available in all the colors in the 
catalog.
(see page 224)

Original teak

Used for the armrests of the chair.
(see page 225)

62 x 54 h 87 cm
242/4 x 211/4    h .341/4 inch

16,5 x 54 h 115 cm
62/4 x 211/4    h 451/4 inch

12,5 kg / 27,5 lbs

115 x 23 h 54 cm
451/4 x 9 h 201/2 inch

director chair
cod. Saye.11             

opened chair 
dimensions

closed chair 
dimensions

weight

packaging 
size

foot stool
cod. Saye.14          

general 
dimensions

weight

64 x 53 h 47,5 cm
251/4 x 203/4 h 183/4 inch

5 kg / 11 lbs

115 x 23 h 54 cm
451/4 x 9 h 201/2 inch

packaging 
size



FESS, a circular tented gazebo, synthesis of a new concept of a convivial and 
communal setting. 
Inspired by the shape of a weeping willow, FESS reinterprets the richly 
decorated ancient berceau,  presenting itself as a circular tented gazebo 
which tells a new concept of a convivial and communal setting. Its light and 
strong aluminium frame is covered with woven ropes on the dome, which, 
as descending downwards, transforms it into a shelter of meditation for the 
hottest hours of the day or an outdoor dinner.   
FESS is completely dismountable and is equipped with a central light point for 
inserting a lamp and a fan. 

FESS

Feel 
at home 
in the 
open air.

angelettiruzza design
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FESS has a diameter and height of 3,5 mt. A rope or teak carpet 
is provided for the internal floor. Inside it can be furnished at the 
customer’s discretion with tables and chairs, armchairs and sofas, 
sun loungers etc..
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Rope

Positioned on the dome of the structure and 
used for the rope curtain of the gazebo.

The ropes for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 228)

d.

gazebo

FESS technical sheet

Aluminum

The aluminum of the structure for this 
collection is available in all the colors in the 
catalog.
(see page 124)

Materials

b.

a.

c.

Perforated sheet 

Positioned on one of the walls of the 
gazebo.
(see page 228)

gazebo
cod. Fess.54          

general 
dimensions

weight

350 x 350 h 350 cm
1374/5 x 1374/5 h 1374/5 inch

320 kg / 705,48 lbs

225 x 320 h 175 cm
884/7 x 126 h 69 inch

packaging 
size



ADA is a sofa with generous proportions that offers a 360 ° view. Like an 
island in the open sea, it offers different bends and views and invites new and 
relaxed ways of use.
It is an oasis, a flying carpet, a platform to be experienced based on the 
feeling of the moment. A place where you can rest, play with your children, 
work, have time to yourself, or share with others.
It offers the softness and embrace of the cocoon-effect cushions, but also the 
possibility of having more sustained support while you eat, meditate, sunbathe 
or simply chat.
Its soft shapes enhance the tactile and expressive qualities of the fabrics.
It is an immediately understandable product that fits with character
into any type of environment, public or private.

ADA 

An 
island 
of well-being 
that 
reinterprets 
life
outdoors.
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ADA is a sofa designed to provide a 360° experience, furnishing both private and public outdoor spaces 
with naturalness and personality. It is a highly durable and sturdy piece of furniture, thanks to its advanced 
technology.
The designers, Silvana Angeletti and Daniele Ruzza, describe it as follows: 
“Have you ever experienced the feeling of suspension when you’re in the middle of the sea, on a 
stationary boat, or on a small island? You let yourself go, with only the warming sun, the sound of the 
water, and the breeze caressing your skin...Well, we imagined this sofa as a360-degree open-air living 
space, without a specific direction. A place to rest, work, or share moments with others, depending on 
the situation. It provides the softness of cocoon-effect cushions but also offers more sustained support for 
activities such as eating, meditating, or simply talking”.
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     Two ADA sofas (Ada.16), 
two UZ round tables in dark teak 
(Uz.33.r140) and SAYE director 
chairs (Saye.11).



Service  top

Available in HPL or teak in all the colors in 
the catalog.
(see page 225/236)

Aluminum

The aluminum of the service top structure for 
this collection is available in all the colors in 
the catalog.
(see page 224)

Fabric

The fabrics for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 230)

Materials

sofa

ADA technical sheet sofa
cod. Ada.16             

general 
dimensions

weight

packaging 
size

300 x 147 h 81 cm
118 x 573/4  h 32 inch

70,2 kg / 154,8 lbs

160 x 155 h 85 cm
63 x 61 h 331/2   inch

The product is divided into 
two packages, these are the 
measurements of one.

1

2 3

ADA sample composition

Ada.16
Hiss.32.r45
Hiss.32.r100

1

2

3



ANKA is a sunbed that can be easily moved thanks to the large rear wheels.
The shape is simple and functionality is guaranteed.
It is made of aluminum which is a light weight and hard metal with excellent strength-
to-weight ratio and corrosion resistance.
These properties make it an ideal material for outdoor furniture.
It is also the most popular. Although it is extremely water resistant on its own, it is 
recommended to add color with polyester electrostatic powder coating.

ANKA 

Comfort 
and 
relaxation 
for the 
outdoor 
living area.

YAAZ lab
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      ANKA sunbed (Anka.18), 
with a light beige structure.



Fabric

The fabrics for this collection are available in all 
the colors in the catalog.
(see page 230)

Aluminum

The aluminum of the structure for this collection 
is available in all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 224)

Materials

sunbed

ANKA technical sheet sunbed
cod. Anka.18        

general 
dimensions

weight

220 x 70 h 35 cm
863/5 x 272/4 h137/9 inch

43,2 kg / 95,24 lbs

225 x 75 h 40 cm
884/7 x 291/2 h 153/4 inch

packaging 
size

321

ANKA sample composition

Anka.18
Turtle.32.r57
Anka.18

1

2

3



From the encounter between Turkish and Italian tradition and culture, the 
HAYAL collection of circular swings is born, whose strong scenic personality is 
expressed in the essentiality of the lines.
The structure is made in solid aluminumand the seat is upholstered with fabric, 
whereas the small tassels embellish its ropes. 
This poetical decor which recalls childhood is born from the idea of creating a 
place non-place, of giving shape to a magical object like a flying carpet that 
helps you to immerse yourself into a dreamy and liberating dimension.

HAYAL
the encounter 
between 
Turkish
and Italian 
tradition 
and
culture.

angelettiruzza design
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Structure in aluminum, YAAZ synthetic rope bands for outdoors, a yarn produced by 
the company with high protection to the sun and to the atmospheric agents. 
Sunbrella fabrics made of acrylic fibers for outdoor use.
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Materials

swing

HAYAL technical sheet

Aluminum

The aluminum of the structure for this 
collection is available in all the colors in the 
catalog.
(see page 224)

swing
cod. Hayal.19           

general 
dimensions

weight

73 x 61 h 207 cm
283/4 x 24 h 811/2 inch

6,2 kg / 13,67 lbs

50 x 70 h 25 cm
192/3 x 275/9  h 95/6 inch

packaging 
size

Fabric

The fabrics for this collection are available in all 
the colors in the catalog.
(see page 230)

Rope

The ropes for this collection are available in 
all the colors in the catalog. 
(see page 227)

a.
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SWEET furnishing accessories are much more than a pillow and a blanket 
joined together.
They represent the care and love that YAAZ has towards its audience and the 
desire to offer them beauty at 360 degrees. 
Designed by @violanellaiuola, a young Italian fashion designer, they are a 
concentration of beauty and functionality, a real work of art that captures the 
imagination for its explosive creativity. 
What we find represented in SWEET is a fantastic world, where female 
creatures live in symbiosis with nature, there is no form of separation, and a 
harmonious and fluid understanding is celebrated.

SWEET 

The 
imagination 
sees. 

@violanellaiuola
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SWEET is available 
in six different 
versions with 
variations in color 
and material. In five 
of these versions, the 
cushions are covered 
with SUNBRELLA 
fabrics on the 
outside, making 
them adaptable to all 
types of products and 
environments. full color version (back) full color version with a cover majestic citrine

gold version (back) gold version with a cover natte tonka

blue version (back) blue version with a cover mezzo tropic

decorative pillow 

printed outside

(full color version) 

One of the six 
versions and covered 
in a fabric printed 
with the SWEET 
design also on the 
outside, making 
it a unique and 
characterizing 
accessory for an 
environment.

black version (back)

red version (back)

full color version (back)
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black version with a cover savane tornado

red version with a cover savane whisper

full color version with a cover printed with SWEET design

decorative pillow in 

savane whisper 

(red version)

decorative pillow in

majestic citrine 

(full color version)

decorative pillow in 

mezzo tropic 

(blue version)

decorative pillow in 

savane tornado 

(black version)

decorative pillow in 
natte tonka 
(gold version)



HARR is a garden fire pit with a dome, made of stainless steel.
The grill cover can be made of pavement, stainless steel or Decorative High 
Pressure Laminate(HPL). 
The circular shape enhances the atavistic charm of fire, and its sacredness, 
and offers protection and shelter.

HARR 
YAAZ lab

Outdoor 
fire pit
with 
wood 
holder. 
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     The fire pit can be covered with a 
dome in stainless steel or with a panel
in HPL, pavement or stainless steel.

209



The pure and basic line of the structure is made of matte black painted 
aluminum and houses the handmade porcelain mosaic top with a 6x5cm 
module (21/4  x 2 inch). 
Aside from its aesthetic, sensory, and chromatic features, porcelain 
offers great resistance to chemical, atmospheric, and physical agents. 
It is particularly suitable for outdoor spaces due to its compactness and 
impermeability.

HISS 

Monolithic 
bases 
and 
material tops 
for HISS 
coffee tables. 
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     The HISS coffee table is available in several versions, including 
HISS coffee table (Hiss.32.r100) with a terra brown structure and dark 
red top. HISS coffee table (Hiss.32.r37) with a terra brown structure 
and brown top. HISS coffee table (Hiss.32.r60) with a terra brown 
structure and dark red top. HISS coffee table (Hiss.32.r110) with a 
terra brown structure and green top. HISS coffee table (Hiss.32.r45) 
witha terra brown structure and green top.
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Also ideal for contract use, the SINI coffee table, which is available in two 
different sizes: 
Ø45 / 175/7 , Ø75 / 291/2, Ø100 / 393/8 .
The structure of the coffee table is made of natural teak wood and the top 
table is designed as perforated between two glasses.

SINI

Perforated 
mesh 
between 
two 
glasses. 

angelettiruzza design
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Original teak

Used for the armrests of the chair.
(see page 225)

Porcelain

The porcelain of the table top for is available 
in all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 228)

Aluminum

The aluminum of the structure for this collection 
is available in all the colors in the catalog.
(see page 224)

Fire pit service top

Available in stainless steel, pavement and 
HPL in all the colors in the catalog. 
(see page 224/225/236)

Materials

fire pitpillow coffee tables coffee tables

COMPLEMENTS technical sheet

Fabric

The fabrics available for the cover of the 
pillows for this collection include mezzo 
tropic, majestic citrine, natte tonka, savane 
whisper, and savane tornado.
(see page 230)

Perforated sheet 

Positioned in the backrest of the seats , 
available in two types: Lace and Sun Tech.
(see page 228)

43 x 52 cm
17   x 201/2   inch

157 x 110 cm
613/4 x 431/4    inch

1,5 kg / 3,5 lbs

53 x 3 h 44 cm
203/4 x 11/4   h 171/4 inch

pillow 
dimensions

blanket 
dimensions

weight

packaging 
size

pillow/blanket

fire pit

coffee table

cod. St.55            

cod. Harr.51            

cod. Hiss.32.r37              

general 
dimensions

general 
dimensions

weight

weight

Ø 80 h 43 cm
Ø 312/4    h 17 inch

Ø 37 h 31 cm
Ø 142/4    h 121/4 inch

58 kg / 128 lbs

12,8 kg / 28 lbs

85 x 85 h 55 cm
332/4   x 332/4   h 313/4 inch

37 x 37 h 37 cm
142/4  x 142/4   h 142/4 inch

packaging 
size

packaging 
size



coffee table
cod. Hiss.32.r60              

general 
dimensions

weight

Ø 60 h 37 cm
Ø 232/4     h 142/4 inch

24,8 kg / 54,6 lbs

66 x 66 h 43 cm
26  x 26   h 17 inch

packaging 
size

Ø 110 h 31 cm
Ø 431/4    h 121/4 inch

47 kg / 103 lbs

116 x 116 h 37 cm
453/4  x 453/4    h 141/2 inch

coffee table
cod. Hiss.32.r110              

general 
dimensions

weight

packaging 
size

Ø 100 h 21 cm
Ø 393/8   h 81/4 inch

41,5 kg / 91,2 lbs

106 x 106 h 27 cm
413/4  x 413/4    h 103/4 inch

coffee table
cod. Hiss.32.r100              

general 
dimensions

weight

packaging 
size

coffee table
cod. Hiss.32.r45             

general 
dimensions

weight

Ø 45 h 45 cm
Ø 175/7      h 173/4 inch

17,5 kg / 38,3 lbs

51 x 51 h 51 cm
20  x 20   h 20 inch

packaging 
size

coffee table
cod. Sini.32.R75           

general 
dimensions

weight

Ø 75 h 45 cm
Ø 291/2  h 175/7 inch

12 kg / 26,46 lbs

77 x 77 h 47 cm
301/3 x 301/3   h 181/2 inch

packaging 
size

Ø 100 h 31 cm
Ø 393/8 h 121/5 inch

41,5 kg / 91,2 lbs

105 x 105 h 35 cm
411/3  x 411/3   h 137/9 inch

coffee table
cod. Sini.32.R100           

general 
dimensions

weight

packaging 
size

coffee table
cod. Sini.32.R45           

general 
dimensions

weight

Ø 45 h 51 cm
Ø 175/7      h 20 inch

5,2 kg / 11,46 lbs

47 x 47 h 52 cm
181/2  x 181/2   h 201/2 inch

packaging 
size
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Aluminum is a light weight and strong metal with an excellent strength-to- weight ratio and corrosion resistance. These properties make 
it an ideal material for outdoor furniture. Although aluminum is the most popular material for outdoor furniture, despite being light 
weight, it is durable and can be easily processed into various complex shapes. While it is extremely weather-resistant on its own, it is 
recommended to be coated with polyester electrostatic powder for added protection against the elements and scratches, as well as to add 
color to the product. Since the electrostatic powder paint adheres better to the metal, it also makes the product much more resistant to 
fading. As with other metals, aluminum can warm up or cool down depending on weather conditions, so it is recommended to use it with 
a cushion for comfort. 

ALUMINUM
most popular  metal 

oyster white

beige pink copper brown

black

light beige

graphite grey

tele grey

beige grey

red brown

pastel turquoise

olive green

moss grey

grey blue

cement grey

agate grey

dark beige terra brown
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TEAK

MENT

handsome wood 

the limitlessness of nature

Being in high demand as well as being available in limited availability, this durable and attractive wood is the most popular wood choice 
for outdoor furniture. Because teak has many features that make it ideal for outdoor use. It is extremely strong and does not easily bend, 
crack, or become brittle, unlike many other types of wood. This is because teak repels most water and does not expand or contract during 
the drying process. It has a high natural oil content that makes it highly resistant to rot and insect damage. This resistance to external 
factors allows teak wood can last for a long time, up to fifty years or more. The gorgeous honey brown look can be maintained with 
minimal oiling or treatment if left untreated, can turn into an attractive silver gray over time. It is relatively easy to maintain and can be 
cleaned with mild soap and water or teak-specific cleaners.

High-strength terrazzo plates produced with the highest quality natural stones.”Placco terrazzo slabs”, branded as Pavement, are 
produced by mixing marble, granite, basalt, metal chips, glass pieces, and different aggregates with cement paste. A first-class 
appearance is obtained with homogeneous color and aggregate distribution on large surfaces.
Pavement plates provide wide possibilities for different designs in spaces with the resistance to color fading and unlimited color and a 
wide variety of dimensions, especially for outdoor use.

light teak dark teak

ment 1 ment 3ment 2 
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We created a colorful collection with our YAAZ synthetic outdoor weaving yarns. 
Thanks to the additives and special pigments used in production, sunole yarns with high protection against sun and weather conditions, high 
color fastness and high strength are the main parts of our YAAZ synthetic rope bands collection.
The color scale, which can be easily combined with our aluminum frame colors, has been specially selected and produced by our design 
team. 
Rope accessories adopted in outdoor furniture in the world will gain a brand new atmosphere with YAAZ synthetic rope bands colors.

YAAZ ROPE
colorful

1562000

981

1003

24

1037

803

2022

11021002 1104

402

1129

444

14

581

853

999

1142
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model lace model suntech

black dark redblue clay browngreen

Durable Perforated Sheets Offer Stunning Aesthetic Effects. Meanwhile, various decorative hole patterns are available, such as triangular, 
diamond, hexagonal, four-point star, oblong, etc. Our custom patterns are carefully selected for our collection.

Among the different types of ceramics, porcelain is the most precious, by virtue of its particular compactness, resistance, impermeability, 
whiteness, and luster.
Porcelain is a water-repellent material, the water absorption of this material is zero, and extremely resistant to chemical and atmospheric 
agents and to compression and traction, which makes it particularly suitable for outdoor products.

PERFORATED SHEET

PORCELAIN

aesthetic effects
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Focusing on subtle patterns that read as textures, Sunbrella Sling allows you to achieve an elevated indoor aesthetic in an outdoor setting. 
Unlike traditional PVC slings that are stiff and uncomfortable, Sunbrella Sling blends the strength of PVC with the softness of Sunbrella 
acrylic yarn for added comfort. By blending natural color palettes with novelty threads for added texture and luxury, Sunbrella Sling is ideal 
for crafting fully-upholstered furniture pieces for outdoor patios and other traditional sling applications.

A furniture strap is along narrow strip of material designed to secure furniture and prevent it from tipping over or sliding around.

STRAPS COLOR

cadet charcoal blend medium neutralantique beige
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BAND

black dark beige greengrey



Outdoor fabrics made from acrylic fibers are strong. It is more resistant to both weather conditions and usage errors such as mold, friction 
and tearing. This is especially important for outdoor flooring in active residential and commercial applications.
Before weaving, acrylic fabric threads are dyed with the solution. This allows the fabric to retain its color longer, even when exposed to 
direct sunlight. In addition to its water repellency, acrylic fabrics are more breathable than other options and allow the fabric to stay cooler 
in hot weather. It is also easy to clean with soap and water.  So; Acrylic fabrics are a multi-purpose textile product that should be preferred 
in outdoor furniture.
Sunbrella® acrylic fabrics are considered premium for outdoor textiles. Sunbrella® is long-lasting compared to its counterparts and 
therefore provides long-term savings. If you especially care about UV protection, the best choice would be Sunbrella® products.

SUNBRELLA FABRICS
100% Sunbrella  Acrylic

cast ash

cast oasis

cast slate

cast lagoon

cast silver

cast coral

cast pumice

cast harbor cast horizon

cast sagecast mist cast shale

cast charcoal

cast pomegranate

cast teak

Cast
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Chamfer

chamfer desert chamfer limestone chamfer pebblechamfer indigo
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Heritage

heritage ashe

heritage scarlet heritage sky

heritage saddleheritage moss heritage rust heritage sableheritage dijon

linen silver linen stone

Linen

Mainstreet

mainstreet putty

luxe stripe apricot luxe stripe lagoon luxe stripe
persimmon

luxe stripe sandluxe stripe cobalt

Luxe stripe



Play

Mixer

play adobe

play sky

play cameo play jungle play mushroom play oatplay camel

play teak

mixer caledon mixer linen mixer papaya mixer surf mixer zest
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ria dust ria navy ria wine ria rock

Ria

YAAZ FABRICS
waterproof solution

aks lakeaks anthracite aks skyaks grassaks cerulean

Aks

Overall, water proof solution fabrics are an excellent choice for outdoor use because they offer protection from water damage and other 
environmental factors. They are durable, long-lasting, and easy to maintain, making them a practical and functional solution for outdoor 
furniture, and other outdoor items.

rayas aurora

Rayas



azurite

pyrite

onyxepidote galaxite jaspecobalt

satellite serpentine smokey quartz

Serge Ferrari Elios Sling is designed to enhance your outdoor living spaces. Its elegant texture and color variety add aesthetic value to your 
furniture and designs. Additionally, its practical use brings comfort to your daily life.
Elios Sling brings comfort to daily life with its lightweight structure and practical use. Beyond just being comfortable, it is water-resistant and 
easy to maintain. It resists tearing or cracking easily. It is resistant to mold formation, UV rays, preventing color fading. 

SERGE FERRARI ELIOS SLING
Color options
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natural

Omegna
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Superior features of ZERO PST surface technology;
• Non-finger printing surface
• Soft-touch ultra-matte finish
• Low light reflection due to ultra-color density
• Easy to clean
• Resistance to house hold and laboratory chemicals
• Anti-bacterial properties for safe food contact
• High heat resistance and temperature/cold resistance
• Long-lasting durability thanks to micro-scratch, impact and abrasion resistance, thermal healing repair, flame retardant, and water 

repellent properties
• ZERO-HPL, which is reinforced with pine or ganic polymer(lignin), has a stylish appearance and is extremely hard.
• Thanks to these superior properties, ZERO PST is ideal for outdoor applications.
• Lignin is a complex organic polymer that builds up in the cell walls of many plants, making them hard and woody.

Z-PACT/HPL
decorative high pressure laminate

Z-pact 101

Z-pact 108

Z-pact 106Z-pact 103

Z-pact 115

Z-pact 104

Z-pact 117

Z-pact 105Z-pact 102

Z-pact 111
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Foam Dry is an innovative open-cell technology that allows for quick and efficient moisture management. Its unique design promotes 
air flow and evaporation, which helps to prevent the growth of mold, mildew, and bacteria. FOAM DRY is ideal for a furniture cushions. 
Its breath able and moisture-wicking properties provide superior comfort and hygiene, making it a popular choice for consumers and 
manufacturers alike.

100% Sunbrella solution dyed acrylic

Polyester tulle lining

Outdoor Fiber

QuickDry Foam

FOAMDRY
Open-cell Technology 
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